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By Fiction River

Wmg Publishing, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The end of the world might come in many forms: ecological
disaster, alien invasion, cosmic chaos.the possibilities for destruction seem endless. So, how will
those facing the end of the world deal with impending doom? The fourteen talented authors of
Fiction River s latest volume explore just that. From an intrepid adventurer fleeing a world-
destroying terror to a man who discovers the most savage destroyers of civilization are closer than
he thought, to a chilling tale of our whole planet hurled into the icy black reaches of space, these
gripping stories demonstrate why Astro Guyz calls Fiction River a wonderful, mind-expanding read.
These enjoyable twisting short stories seem more like a stop in the Twilight Zone than pulp fiction. -
Midwest Book Review on Fiction River: Recycled Pulp Table of Contents String of Pearls by Eric Kent
Edstrom The Shoes I Wore This Morning by J. Daniel Sawyer The Dust Devil, the Riffraff, and the Big
Orange Sunset by Valerie Brook Goin to the Chapel by Rebecca M. Senese With Wings the End by
Rob Vagle Cogs in the Machine by Paul Eckheart...
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Here is the finest publication i have read through until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily can get a
pleasure of studying a created publication.
-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n

A brand new electronic book with a new standpoint. It is writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which
is merely right after i finished reading through this publication where basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- K itty Cr ooks-- K itty Cr ooks
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